The Word Is Image

Manoel de Oliveira

The word is magic too, the word is cinema. At the beginning, cinema worked around the idea of movement. Cinema is part of photography, which is quite objective by itself, that’s why it stands out from painting. Since people appeared static in photographs, no matter what they were doing –jumping, dancing, walking–, that fostered the desire for movement. That’s where cinema had its origins, right there, in the desire of movement. But cinema is not only that. Gilles Deleuze, the French writer and philosopher, wrote two very important books for me: The Time-Image and The Movement-Image. He held many theories in them, that I make mine. For instance, it can be said that the word is image, since when I say table I see it, and if I specify how that table looks like, the table’s image gets sharper. If I speak about a door, I instantly feel what a door actually is; but if I say a flat door or a completely flat door, that is different, its image gets far more precise. Therefore, the word equates to the image. And time equates to movement. We can stand still here, stopped, but time won’t stop because of it. It’s a time that precedes and succeeds each and every thing. That’s why Deleuze wrote The Movement-Image and The Time-Image. Images imply words and time implies movement, and that ensemble shapes cinema. Cinema used to be silent, so there was a concern about how images should explain everything. Then voice and color came. But before, cinema was like dreams, which don’t have sound or color, so it might be said that cinema used to be dreamlike. By gaining color and sound, the word started to turn cinema more realistic, closer to life. In fact, the word was what truly made cinema become more realistic. That’s why we should abandon the idea that cinema is only movement, because it’s not enough. Only the gesture carries an expression. Something that moves doesn’t have to express anything. With gestures there is a sense of communication, an escape, a fear… That’s why I think the word is an irreplaceable part of what we call cinema. Sound, word, image and music are, in my opinion, the four foundations that ultimately support –like the columns in a Greek temple– the building of cinema. They render its unity and meaning.
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